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Message
from Brendan
Welcome to the latest edition of
Keltbray’s LIVE magazine. Previously
a platform for us to share our triumphs
of the last six months, we’ve changed
its focus to discuss new ideas,
industry issues, innovative concepts
and more. To get us to where we are
as a leader of construction, rail and
civil engineering, we’ve invested in
innovation and training, and learned
and evolved from working alongside
academia, authorities and industry bodies. If our reporting, PR
and social media show our results, then you could say LIVE
shows “our workings”.
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A roundup of the latest news from Keltbray
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Embracing change to be future fit

USING CEMFREE
Yet another innovation first for Keltbray

PARTNERING WITH ACADEMIA
Driving change with the country’s youngest and brightest

NEWS IN BRIEF
Where we’re making investments in training

POWERING FORWARD
Interview with UK Power Networks CEO Basil Scarsella

LESSONS LEARNED FROM CROSSRAIL
Keltbray and Crossrail discuss the key takeways

MOLA
Preserving the past to provide for the future

INDUSTRY PREDICTIONS
A view of 2019 from the top

In this issue of LIVE, we speak to Basil Scarsella, CEO of UK Power
Networks, about what we can expect for the UK electricity industry
over the next two decades and how it will affect construction. We also
share our learnings from working alongside the Museum of London
Archaeology (MOLA) and why dealing with the past is so important for
our future.
Having proudly played a role in the Crossrail project, we discuss our
work and speak to Deputy CEO, Chris Sexton, about its Legacy
programme and which elements the industry should focus on most.
With Construction 2025 looming ever closer, the industry needs
to find new materials and technology if it’s to meet targets. Our
Innovation Director, Michael Pelken, whose work at Keltbray has led
us to secure significant funding and academic support, shares his
thinking on the subject and our progress so far.
I am incredibly proud of the success Keltbray has achieved and the
remarkable feedback we get from clients and affected parties on
site projects. But those results are down to having one eye on the
present and one on the future. Looking ahead at how to address new
challenges is how we futureproof our industry. I hope you find this
issue of Keltbray LIVE valuable and we look forward to sharing more
ideas later in the year.

FROM THE EDITOR
We want to make Keltbray Live as informative as possible so please do share
any feedback you have with
Hannah Brice
Head of Communications
Keltbray Group
Via email to: Hannah.brice@keltbray.com

Brendan Kerr
Chief Executive Officer,
Keltbray Group

I make every effort to ensure featured articles, information and contact
details are accurate at the time of writing, but cannot be held responsible
for any unintended inaccuracies.
Designed by Berkeley Communications
Printed by Windsor Print, February 2019
Printed on Creator Silk,Well Managed Forests (WMF)
and FSC® Forest Stewardship Council accredited fibre
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Rethinking
our offering

Innovation Director, Michael Pelken, discusses why he feels Keltbray
is leading the change in the industry.
In the built environment, the creation of

Built environment professionals from all sectors

groundbreaking or economically disruptive solutions

innovate. But, they are also members of a risk-

technologically progressive, environmentally

for contemporary urban problems have been
compromised by slow innovation cycles.

While it is acknowledged that we need radical

change in order to address issues of energy use,

climate change, and building life cycle, our industry

is facing limited progress in all areas, from design to

construction, to the operation of our built environment.
Keltbray has been determined to change this for a

long time with great success, and we understand that
we need to further improve the way we develop and
deploy new ideas and better ways of working.

Driven by multiple policy and practice as well as

environmental trends, sustainability is acknowledged

and levels of seniority are greatly positioned to

averse community of practice that cannot tolerate
failure for policy, safety, operational and financial

reasons, amongst many others. However, a design
experiment cannot produce innovative solutions if

failure has been excluded to begin with. In order to
overcome such obstacles, we are working closely

with our supply chain and collaborate with leading
design, technology and research entities. Next

to licensing IP from our academic partners that
allows us to put great theoretical concepts into

practice, we have our own patents pending for new
methodologies and tools, have established new

trademarks, and have built an Innovate UK grant
funded portfolio of £1.1m.

as a key driver for needed innovation. We are

committed to sustainable practice models, and

the creation of environmentally friendly, integrated

solutions that address energy conservation and the
complexity of holistic systems thinking.

At Keltbray’s own risk and acknowledged through

Project
delivery

Product
development

large Qualifying Expenses in HMRC’s Research

and Development rebate scheme, the business has

continuously embraced innovation on multiple levels
across the group. Fully aligned with Construction
2025 ambitions and the UK’s Industrial Strategy,
we are breaking the mould of established views

Process
optimisation

towards delivery. We are rethinking our offers and
how the industry operates, and are developing a

range of distinct approaches towards project delivery,
product development and process optimisation.

We are progressing a vast array of forward thinking

We will further revisit established models and

sophisticated design and engineering methods,

the dissemination of new knowledge, as well as

initiatives across the group, spanning from

to the use of new materials, to novel construction

methods, to the development of bespoke machinery,
plant, and even project management platforms like
Keltbray’s Integrated Piling Software (KIPS).
4
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relationships of development, deployment and

key objectives that differ between academia and

industry. This way, we will continue to create short,
mid and longer term impact for Keltbray and its
clients, and the industry at large.

K E LT B R AY L I V E R E T H I N K I N G O U R O F F E R I N G
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K E LT B R AY L I V E A E C O N PA R T N E R S H I P

k e lt b r a y i n s t a l l s f i r s t
ever permanent works pile
u s i n g c e m f r e e m at e r i a l
Yet another innovation first was recently achieved when Keltbray’s

Piling division installed the first ever permanent works pile in the UK
using a zero cement concrete, Cemfree.

Using Cemfree
in the piled
foundations
over traditional
concretes has
the potential to
save up to 80%
in embedded
carbon

Working on a new housing development in London,

Keltbray was installing a secant wall and bearing piles.
The Cemfree material, developed and

manufactured in the UK by the DB Group,

is an ultra-low carbon alternative to traditional
cement concrete. It has all of the structural

characteristics of traditional concrete and is
more sustainable as it is more resistant to

chloride ingress and requires fewer construction
joints and less crack-control steel when used
within key structural elements.
6
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Stuart Norman, Managing Director of Keltbray
Piling, said, “Using Cemfree in the piled

foundations over traditional concretes has

the potential to save up to 80% in embedded
carbon. These works have been a part of a

growing collaboration effort with our industry

partner, the DB Group, which manufactures the
Cemfree binder product. This is Keltbray’s fifth

project where we have used Cemfree but only the
first time we have used it for permanent works
and so far we’re delighted with the results.”

K E LT B R AY L I V E U S I N G C E M F R E E M AT E R I A L

Construction 2025 will be vital for the industry’s future but the targets are challenging.

To meet them requires innovation, radical change in all life cycle stages, and unprecedented

efficiencies in all areas – from the foundations of a building, to its carbon footprint, to its energy
efficient operation and the use of environmental control systems.

pa r t n e r i n g w i t h a c a d e m i a
to change the future
In late 2018, Keltbray signed a collaboration

large. The research will focus on sustainability,

just that for piling. The newly formed partnership

practice from design to construction”.

agreement with City, University of London to do
is supported through funding from Innovate

UK for a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)

associated with advancements in deep foundation
design and construction.

productivity and new forms of emerging best
Dr Andrew McNamara, Senior Lecturer in

Civil Engineering at City, said, “As principal

investigator for this KTP I am looking forward

to experimenting, exploring and developing a

The KTP scheme, led by the UK’s Innovation

sustainable, but more importantly a practical

by linking them with an academic or research

significant project that promises to shake up

dedicated, full time research associate and the

it and collaborating with Keltbray.”

Agency, helps businesses to innovate and grow

foundation solution for industry. This is a hugely

organisation through the employment of a

the piling sector and I am thrilled to be leading

provision of academic resources. The idea is that

the business will gain news skills and access to the
latest advances in science and technology in order
to deliver a specific, strategic innovation project.

To keep up to date with the partnership’s

progress, interested parties can follow Keltbray’s
social media channels.

For Keltbray and City, the project in question is

to build a cutting-edge development that has the

potential to revolutionise the piling industry. This in
turn will support Construction 2025 objectives to

reduce construction programme lengths and costs
and curb greenhouse gas emissions.

A graduate from City has been appointed as KTP
Research Associate to lead the project and will

be in Keltbray’s employment for the duration of
the grant, creating direct links to the research
setting. It is expected that the project will run
until December 2020.

Keltbray’s Innovation Director, Michael Pelken,

said “This momentous cross sector collaboration
and the associated knowledge and technology

transfer creates completely new possibilities that

This momentous
cross sector
collaboration and
the associated
knowledge and
technology transfer
creates completely
new possibilities

are anticipated to deliver significant short, mid

and long term impact for us and the industry at
Keltbray Live | issue 17 2019 7
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news
in brief
RESILIENCE TRAINING

Following on from successful trials across the
Group, late 2018 saw a push for Keltbray’s

specialised Resilience Engagement Training to
coincide with International Stress Awareness
Week. 98 people across the group attended

training by David Price in Esher, Thames Road,
Battersea and Earls Court.

physiological

symptoms of stress
at short notice.

“This is a bespoke

programme designed
to complement all
other health and

wellbeing campaigns

being delivered across
the Keltbray Group
by KML and the

HSQE teams,” says

Keltbray’s Training &

Development Director
Holly Price, “It’s been
designed for us and

we’ve been working

on it for years – we’ve
been very careful
about piloting

it and incorporating
any feedback.
Resilience Engagement Training focuses on

teaching a series of practical techniques that

people in the construction industry can use to

manage their energy levels at work and deal more
effectively with stress. Adapted from scientifically
validated techniques and interpreted specifically
for use in construction industry environments,
these skills are simplified and tested in live

action scenarios before being taught to Keltbray

sector. In the UK, there are almost two suicides
for every working day. Stress, depression and
anxiety account for a fifth of all work-related

illnesses. It’s a very high-pressure industry at

every level, and we need to get better at self-

regulating and sharing these techniques which
we know are useful in reducing the strain.”

employees. They involve the monitoring and self-

The next step for the programme is a planned

rate, allowing them to effectively deal with the

throughout 2019.

regulation of an individual’s heart rate and breath

8
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rollout across the entire Keltbray Group

K E LT B R AY L I V E N E W S I N B R I E F

TRAILBLAZING

ASBESTOS IN SOILS

an employer-led Trailblazer Group, the

successfully rolled out a new training facility in

After working with industry peers as part of
Demolition Industry has approval from the
Institute for Apprenticeships (IFA) to offer

apprenticeships in the new Demolition Operative
Apprenticeship Standard, which is further
supported by the National Federation of

Demolition Contractors (NFDC) and the Institute
of Demolition Engineers (IDE).

This is the culmination of over 18 months of hard
work by the Trailblazer Group, and Keltbray’s

Group Learning & Development Director, Aaron

Davis. Between them they have written the new
standard to ensure that demolition operatives

of the future possess the skills that the industry

needs to thrive, whilst also giving young people
an exciting option when considering their
career choices.

Keltbray’s Remediation division has now

central London, designed to host one day courses
focusing on the identification of asbestos in soil
– the first course of its type to incorporate both
practical and theoretical training.

Keltbray Training, now operating from our

new base situated near Canning Town (DLR),

provides participants with complete combined

asbestos training incorporating; UKATA Asbestos
Awareness (CAT-A), UKATA Non-Licenced

Asbestos Work (CAT-B), and the Asbestos in

Soils module. The Asbestos in Soils module was
developed in conjunction with Ramboll, with its

Environment and Health Director Phil Studds. Phil

delivers the theoretical classroom based syllabus,
and aids in the Practical element in conjunction
with the Keltbray Operations team.

As a group, to achieve sign-off in such a short

Trainees taking the course encounter three staged

achievement, as many of the Trailblazer schemes

and ground conditions with multiple asbestos

space of time has been a rare and incredible

submitted to the IFA have experienced delays
and revisions, with a number still unavailable.

Holly Price, Training and Development Director at
Keltbray, said, “The success of the new standard
is a testament to the collaborative nature of the

group and it’s great that all employers in the sector
can now benefit from these standards.”

Details of the standard, assessment plan and

funding information are available to view on the
IFA’s website.

environments, which demonstrate differing soil

types (using mock examples). The premise is to

provide the delegates with key worked scenarios,
resulting in their assessment of methodology/

decision-making approaches, all of which shall be
required on their own sites. The staged example
sites have changeable conditions designed to
challenge the delegates to assess and define

the HSE requirements of working with asbestos
contaminated soils, in particular with reference
to the licensing status based on ACM type
and degradation.

Keltbray’s
Remediation
division has now
successfully
rolled out a new
training facility in
central London
Keltbray Live | issue 17 2019 9
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Powering
forward
the long interview

W

hat can we expect for the UK electricity industry over the next two

decades and how will it affect the construction industry? We speak to

Basil Scarsella, CEO of UK Power Networks, the electricity distribution

company in London, the East and South East of England, and one of the 10 most
transformational leaders in utilities according to Utility Week, to find out.

10 Keltbray Live | issue 17 2019
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“There are lots of changes taking place and I see an

Such changes are also likely to play a broader role

different to what we’ve known traditionally,” he says.

the roof having the potential to help make us self-

in society, with solar panels and wind turbines on

industry in 10 to 20 years’ time that will be significantly

sufficient from an electricity perspective. It’s why the

The charismatic Australian expects the need to

pressure is on to learn from what’s happening, not

significantly reduce carbon emissions in the wake

just in the UK, but across Europe, the United States,

of the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change to

Asia and Australia.

dramatically alter the landscape. To stand any chance
of achieving the reductions required, he suggests, the

“We take the best from every part of the world and

country must come together to decarbonise electricity,

adapt it when necessary to UK Power Networks,”

transport and heat.

he says. “We aim to be the safest, with the most
engaged workforce and reliability for customers,

This process is already underway, with the

to make sure the lights stay on at all times.”

spotlight now on renewables after the UK

Government’s announcement that coal generation

Mr Scarsella insists the UK has long been the

will cease by 2025.“That impacts the way electricity

standard bearer for changes in the electricity

is generated and delivered to customers,” says

industry as far as regulation, privatisation and

Mr Scarsella. “We’ve also seen significant growth

commercialisation are concerned. “We are leading

in electric vehicles.”

This move away from traditional combustion

engines is arguably the next biggest challenge for
the industry to tackle. “By 2025, we estimate that
there’ll be more than two million electric vehicles

relying on our network to charge their batteries and
that’s going to continue to increase,” he says. He
even suggests this development, which will see

battery storage becoming commonplace, could
forever change the way in which the network

operates. “Customers will want to buy from the

network but also sell because they generate their

own electricity,” he explains. “They will use batteries
to store electricity to sell back into the network.”
Selling back into the network is something

that wasn’t happening a decade ago, but it’s a

tantalising prospect given the widespread future
use of electric vehicle batteries.

So, instead of the traditional one-way flow of

electricity, therefore, Mr Scarsella expects this

two-way flow to become increasingly popular.

“That will change the way we balance the network,”
he predicts. “It will require new technologies to

ensure customers have access to electricity when
they need it.”

While adamant the company’s 8.2 million customers
will have as much electricity as they need,

Mr Scarsella acknowledges there will be challenges
ahead. “We make sure that when customers want

to connect to our electricity network they’re able to
do so, while at the same time maintaining reliability
and affordability,” he explains. “We expect the

now in terms of the transition to a low carbon

By 2025, we
estimate that
there’ll be
more than two
million electric
vehicles relying
on our network
to charge their
batteries and
that’s going
to continue to
increase
Basil Scarsella
UK Power Networks
CEO

economy and I’d expect that to continue for the
future,” he adds.

This covers a multitude of areas. For example,

there’s always the looming possibility of terrorism
and cyber attacks, especially in London. “You

can never remove the risk, but we work with the
Government and cybersecurity experts to make

sure our network is as secure as possible,” he adds.
“Our job, from an IT and cybersecurity perspective,

is to make sure we have state-of-the-art technology
that makes unauthorized access to our network as
difficult as possible,” he says.

Mr Scarsella believes one of the keys to success for

the industry will be knowing where major construction
schemes will appear and their potential effect

on electricity demand. Close ties are forged with

developers to find out what is in the pipeline so there
is enough time to invest in the network and deliver

the electrical capacity required. “We communicate

regularly with national and local governments so that
we are aware of what developments are planned,

so that we can ensure that the electricity capacity is
there when required,” he says.

Looking ahead, Mr Scarsella expects renewables,
electric vehicles, storage and local generation

will all have a role to play in the power industry

of the future. “Importantly it will be about customers
actually having control of how they generate

electricity, how they use electricity, and when
they use electricity,” he adds.

demand is going to continue to increase and our
job is to make sure there’s adequate capacity at
the lowest possible cost.”
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM

>CROSSRAIL
After four years of some of the most complex and challenging work in Keltbray’s history,
the Group’s initial involvement with the Crossrail Anglia project came to completion
in 2018 under Project Director Chris Twigg.

enable increased train frequency and passenger
capacity on several major London routes.

While the Crossrail Tunnel grabbed the most

headlines, the Eastern and Western sections
of the route upgrades are equally important;

with the Anglia section works stretching from
Pudding Mill Lane in Stratford to Shenfield in
Essex. Although the East section was one of
the last major Crossrail contracts to be let,
it was amongst the first to enter service;
a formidable challenge.

The multidisciplinary remodelling works across
the whole of the North East Spur Project were

undertaken whist still maintaining the train service

in and out of one of London’s busiest train stations.
Unfazed, the Keltbray teams worked seamlessly

alongside Network Rail, Atkins and Costain in order
to plan and construct some of the most complex
OLE and track staging that has been undertaken
within the UK rail industry in the last thirty years.

Keltbray teams worked
seamlessly alongside
Network Rail, Atkins
and Costain in order
to plan and construct
some of the most
complex OLE and
track staging that has
been undertaken
within the UK

Crossrail is Europe’s largest infrastructure

construction project, involving the creation of

a new 73 mile railway to run through the home
counties of Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and

Essex, and underground through large portions
of central London.

Crossrail Anglia has been Keltbray’s

most significant Track and Overhead Line

Electrification (OLE) contract in terms of size
and responsibility for alterations to some

of the country’s busiest and most complex

infrastructure. The part of the project aims to
deliver great benefits for rail passengers in

and around London, by increasing capacity
and reducing journey times, and new trains

To support this complex program of works,

Keltbray utilised its in-house capability to support
the Basildon OLE and P-way teams. The project
teams were bolstered with the Ashford P-way
and welding teams, Crewe and Rugby Depot

OLE staff, Keltbray Electrification Plant, Keltbray
Rail Plant and the Zeck wiring unit, to ensure

successful delivery throughout the last four years.
Also used during the project was a brand

new innovation for Keltbray. A newly created

Mobile Elevated Work Platform was designed

to dramatically reduce the risk of harm to staff
caused by the introduction of larger, heavier
parts on railway overhead line systems.

are replacing old stock on stopping services

Keltbray has long been committed to providing fit

improvements carried out on this route will

ranges of railway overhead line and signalling

from London to Shenfield. The infrastructure

12 Keltbray Live | issue 17 2019

for purpose equipment that can handle the new

K E LT B R AY L I V E L E S S O N S L E A R N E D F R O M C R O S S R A I L

components. But recently, as the railway overhead
line systems have moved to bigger, difficult to

handle, modular parts, the manual labour risk to
staff has increased significantly industry-wide.
To address this, Keltbray introduced a first in
class lorry-based rail vehicle that completely
outperforms any other device of this type.

The machine carries a man-basket capable

of a 12-metre reach, 500kg carrying capacity,
with 360 degree rotation around the central

turret and 180 degree rotation of the basket.

It has a Palfinger crane attachment capable of

lifting 330kg at 3.6 metres reach in conjunction

with the Mobile Elevated Work Platform without

the need for outriggers. It has a deck area capable
of transporting material to site, and also proper
seats with belts for safe travel.

The flexibility of this innovative machine allows
components to be safely lifted into position

outside the man-basket, thereby removing a lot

of risk from crush injuries due to materials being
lifted in the basket.

This training and development programme

formed part of the Keltbray Group succession
planning programme, which we as a business
are heavily invested in.

“Logistically it was very challenging,” said Keltbray
Project Manager Andrew Claydon, “because there
were so many interfaces between other projects
like Anglia Track Renewals, OCR and Network

It also removes the need for linesmen to lift heavy

Rail Maintenance, all of whom were fighting to

place onto a boom 8 metres above the ground.

communication, but it’s had a huge positive impact

In fact, the new machine is so effective that it actually

up north, but this put us on the map down south.”

components such as brackets weighing 260kg into

enables works that previously required two machines

use the same access points. It required a lot of

on our reputation. Prior to this project, we were big

to complete. The innovation has completely changed

The team were particularly strong on sustainability,

work on the Crossrail project much easier.

best practice, and on safety, becoming five-

To further support the four year Design and

contractors Costain, and finally Safe Contractor

the capability of the team and made the complex

Construction programme, Keltbray constructed
a purpose-built OLE training span at the OLE

Depot in Basildon. The training span was used

The flexibility of this
innovative machine
allows components
to be safely lifted
into position outside
the man-basket,
thereby removing
a lot of risk from
crush injuries due to
materials being lifted
in the basket

winning a Green Apple Award for environmental
time Safe Contractor of the Month from primary
of the Year as well under the guidance of HSQE
Manager James Brown.

to train over fourteen apprentices and five

engineers, and was able to support multiple
OLEC training re-certifications since 2014.
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T

he Crossrail scheme may have given Keltbray yet another reason to

invest in innovation and training but there is much that the leadership

team behind Europe’s biggest infrastructure project hopes the industry

as a whole will take on board once it’s complete. We spoke to Chris Sexton,

Deputy CEO of Crossrail, to get the inside track on the extent of the Learning
Legacy and Innovation Programmes that have been set up.

>CROSSRAIL
WHAT THE INDUSTRY MUST TAKE AWAY

that the initial target

was 400. “I think young
people do want to join

the industry. I think it’s

a matter of creating the
opportunity for them
to do that. We have

now enrolled 15,000

students on courses of
some sort at TUCA.”
This is certainly a

positive step forward
in addressing future

skills shortages in the
industry.

But the training and

recruitment of young
Once complete, Crossrail will be used by as many
as 200 million passengers every year. It’s also

estimated that over 130 million working hours

people is just one of the

things that Crossrail will be leaving behind as part of
its legacy to Britain and construction.

have been completed so far on its construction.

Innovate 18 is Crossrail’s innovation programme,

employed in building Crossrail, including Crossrail

and productivity. He comments, “As far as I’m

probably doesn’t do it justice because of the

had its own in-house innovation program and it

project in areas such as the manufacturing of

our supply chain, so we put some money in and

“At peak, there’s probably at least 15,000 actively

looking at three principle areas: safety, sustainability

staff and our supply chain, but I think that figure

aware, Crossrail is the first major project to have

many, many more who have contributed to this

was a collaborative undertaking between us and

components in the railway,” he says.

participating partners put money in as well.”

It’s understandable that so many people will have

“The way that Innovate18 worked was that

is a surprise is how many are young apprentices.

would be developed with the team and we had

played a role in creating Crossrail so far but what
In fact, via the founding of a CPD training

facility called the Tunnelling and Underground

Construction Academy (TUCA), they’ve employed
over 1,000 apprentices. This is impressive given
14 Keltbray Live | issue 17 2019

anybody could put an idea forward. And then it
a collaborative working agreement with Imperial

College London’s Innovations department as well.
We operated a sort of triage process, whereby we

decided which innovations we were going to move

K E LT B R AY L I V E C R O S S R A I L – W H AT T H E I N D U S T R Y M U S T TA K E A W AY

But just what should we
as an industry be doing

to help maintain positive
change?

“But just what should

our industry be doing to
help maintain positive

change. The second is
adoption of the whole

life-value of a project, in
both procuring projects
and in their design. So

it’s not just considering
the capital project

and the operation and

decommissioning costs
as separate activities.
It’s procurement and
project planning and

considering the whole

life cost of the project.
forward, which ones we didn’t think were going to

“I’d also very much like the industry to continue

in the future.

And what I mean by that is that there’s quite a well

run and which ones we would bank for some time

to develop the apprentice route into the industry.

developed pathway for graduate engineers into the

“I think in terms of the areas where we have been

construction sphere starting their careers. Whereas

most innovative is probably in building a digital

for the technicians coming into the industry, many of

railway through the development of BIM.” This is

whom have come in through the apprentice route,

the use of design models and asset information for

that career path is less well defined and I would very

more efficient construction and more cost-efficient

much hope that the industry will continue to focus

operations and maintenance. He continued, “As

on technician entry.”

an example of innovations which we have used,
probably at the moment the best example for

Chris then moves on to the subject of manufacturing

fitting out of the railway systems in the tunnels. In

stating that he’d like to see “the increased use

productivity is the extensive use of robotics in the

and safety for his final instruction to the industry,

sustainability we looked at but finally didn’t adopt

of offsite manufacturing of components so that

the use of ground source heat pump technology

construction becomes a process of assembly onsite

in cooling the tunnels the trains go through. They

to the greatest extent possible and that assembly

would have then been warmed up by the trains

offsite makes the maximum use of robotics because

moving to and fro as they generated heat, and

then that hot water would be pumped back to the
surface and used for heating buildings as well as
by pumping the water away you’re also cooling
the tunnels. So you solve two things. Now, we

were not able to develop that technology in time,

but that’s a good example of where our innovation
programmme took something, developed it fully,
and we can now hand that on to the next major

tunnel project as it’s all wrapped up, packaged,
and they can just take it forward in there.”

So successful has this programme been, in fact,
that a new team has been created to encourage
innovation for all sectors within Infrastructure
under the name of i3P.

the impact of that will be it will be much safer, and

Crossrail is
the first major
project to have
had its own
in-house
innovation
program and
it was a
collaborative
undertaking
between us and
our supply chain

you get a much higher quality product because the
parts would have been made with factory levels

of quality and accuracy. What’s more, it will also

reduce the amount of time onsite which will, in turn,
reduce the impact on local communities.”

Wise words but does this mean that there’s a lot

of room for improvement in safety in the industry?
“No, I think the culture in the industry is a world

away from what it was 20 years ago. It’s so much

better than it ever was. And I don’t think that there’s
a single person in the industry now who does not
consider themselves to be an active advocate of

the best health and safety performance that we can
possibly get. I think that’s been fantastic.”
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For the last 30 years, Keltbray has worked side-by-side with
the Museum of London Archaeology (MOLA) on many of its

construction sites. In building something new, something old

is taken down or removed, highlighting remains and artefacts
of significant archaeological importance. By giving MOLA’s
teams access on site to excavate and study, Keltbray has

MOLA

helped them to uncover a wealth of

incredible finds including a Middle Saxon
settlement during the expansion of the
Royal Opera House in Covent Garden.

In Moorgate, they uncovered one of the
largest collections of Roman artefacts
from any single site in London, and at
St Bart’s they unearthed Roman and
medieval city ditches.

The finds have subsequently been

showcased through archaeology displays,
heritage cpds, school workshops and
training programmes.

In October 2018, Keltbray celebrated its

partnership with MOLA at an event at the
House of Lords, hosted by Lord Rupert

Redesdale. It looked back at the 30 years

that the two bodies have worked together
and the important lessons they’ve taken
on board to inform the future.

One of the most significant changes has
been the creation of an Archaeology

Traineeship whereby people and skills are
exchanged between Keltbray and MOLA.
This programme seeks to address the

shortfall in construction and archaeology
professionals and looks outside the

established routes into these professions,
which are not always accessible to all
in society.

Speaking at the event at the House of Lords, Brendan Kerr,
CEO of Keltbray, said, “Although MOLA conducts detailed

work with the aim of generating new knowledge and Keltbray
designs and installs heavily engineered temporary works

schemes, we both rely on specialist expertise to do what we
do well. And by working together in partnership a seamless
solution can be achieved to preserve, learn and progress.
“As well as dissecting each project to see what can be

learned from it, and creating channels to facilitate responsible
knowledge-sharing to gain an appreciation of how the other
sides work, we believe technology plays a huge part in our
future together.”
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1996
R O YA L O P E R A H O U S E

Evidence of a 7th to 9th-century

Saxon Lundenwic town engaged in international

trade with remains of burials, drains, buildings, a

network of roads and Ipswich pottery.

2002
S T PA N C R A S S TAT I O N

‘New Burying Ground’ used from 1793 until
its closure in 1854 was found, and a total
of 1,302 burials were recorded. A large

proportion was found to be refugees who fled
2008

the French Revolution.

QUEEN ELIZABETH

O LY M P I C PA R K S TA D I U M

More than 10,000 artefacts were recovered,
ranging in date from early prehistory to the

present day. The finds include everyday items
from prehistory – pieces of worked flint and
broken pottery – to 19th and 20th century

finds such as pottery, glass, clay tobacco pipe,
animal bone and coins.

2011
CONVOYS WHARF

MOLA unearthed several phases of the Dockyard

Basin, which was adapted to moor the King’s ships
in the early 16th century. These finds are of huge
2013

significance for the nation’s maritime heritage.

M O O R G AT E

MOLA discovered many buildings from the

medieval and Roman periods and one of the

largest collections of Roman artefacts from any

single site in London.
2015
ST BARTHOLOMEW’S

Archaeologists found Roman and medieval city
ditches used as rubbish tips; recovering items

such as tobacco pipes, tweezers, pots, leather
shoes and arrowheads.
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Industry

PREDICTIONS
LIVE looks at what’s driving

the decisions behind Keltbray’s
specialist services in 2019.

2019

PA U L D E A C Y

DEMOLITION AND CIVIL ENGINEERING
“The general feeling within the demolition industry
is one of uncertainty on the Brexit front and the

impact this will have on future planned works. In

all honesty there is no real understanding like other
sectors what the effect will be.

The previous prediction on the London market
slowing down is upon us now with works in

regional cities showing predicted increases. We will
travel to win some work and this is now is part of

We hope for a clean
Brexit to give some
confidence to the
development market
particularly in the city
of London

our planning.

There isn’t a doom and gloom scenario as with
previous recessions as blue chip clients who
we work for are still showing commitment to
developing projects. These we will focus on
winning and delivering successfully.”

JOE JACKSON
R E M E D I AT I O N

The ever increasing pressure on correct materials
management is likely to drive Remediation and

Enabling Works activity in 2019. Recent HMRC

rulings, a focus on Waste Management Facilities
by the EA and HSE are closing the net on noncompliant operations.

In response a number of alternative treatment

(recovery) facilities have been established and our

clients are looking to us increasingly for compliant,
best value material management options. Correct
classification and management (including on-site
treatment to declassify surplus materials) is likely
to be a key activity area this year.
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STUART NORMAN
PILING

2019 will be a big year for us with the KTP kicking

Private residential is also suffering, even outside zone

HIPER pile project. Very exciting for us.

This is expected to be balanced a little by public

off and our Innovate UK grant kicking in for the

In regard to the wider world, I think it’s just about

consolidating where we are. There are a number of

one so we expect margins to be extremely tight.

housing development as there has been significant
underinvestment for a number of years.

clients and projects who appear to be holding their

All-in-all we need to be smarter, more innovative

be. The initial piling works as part of the enabling

Our group competition has caught us up over the

breath in regard to what type of Brexit there will

package for HS2 will be getting underway and other
infrastructure projects such as Silvertown tunnel

and Heathrow will also be moving towards detailed
design and implementation on site. We expect the
commercial market in central London to be fairly

static, some big projects but a number being delayed.

and stick to our collaborative ethos of working.

past 18 months, principally by copying our offering.
However, I am confident with the partnerships we

have and the innovations we are looking at, come
2020 we will be in a position to expand our core

offering and to take our business to places where
others simply won’t be able to follow.

ANDY APPLETON
SHEET PILING

Nationwide infrastructure projects featuring large
sheet piling opportunities are big on the horizon;
flood alleviation, managed motorway and HS2

schemes. A number of which we are working on

target cost estimates. We hope for a clean Brexit to
give some confidence to the development market

particularly in the city of London, this should see an
increase in basement type works. We are seeing an
increase in internal work too.

However, the majority of our materials are

purchased from manufacturers and stockists in

Europe and this is likely to result in an increase in

material costs which will ultimately be passed onto
our clients. Skills and labour shortage continues
to affect us, however, as lead by the Group, we

are employing trainees and apprentices and are

promoting from within to overcome this shortage
in the long term.
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